
Employee Onboarding

Software Configuration

Ongoing Monitoring

Email Support

Monthly reporting

$25 USD 
Per Employee,
Per Month

WatchDog Essentials is the perfect package for any company

looking to introduce cyber security to their environment. Our

industry agnostic package is well suited for companies following

either a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) model or a company-

issued device model. 

We have partnered with the leading solutions and have created a

cost-effective solution that will ensure your users are protected

against sophisticated phishing attacks, malware, and

leaked/breached credentials. All of our packages come with the

expertise and on-going support of our cyber security analysts. The

following is a small except of the features of our essentials

package:

PATCH
MANAGEMENT

Automatic software and operating
system updates keep workstations
secure against the latest threats.

RANSOMWARE
MITIGATION

AI engine that monitors for
ransomware activity and
automatically airgaps affected
devices from the network.

ENDPOINT
SECURITY

Leading antimalware and
advanced anti-exploit protection
to protect against known, and
unknown, malware.

BASIC EMAIL
SECURITY

AI-powered anti-phishing
software to keep phishing emails
outside of your employee's inbox.

PASSWORD
MANAGEMENT

Encrypted vault to create, store,
and audit passwords pertaining to
the organization.

WORKSTATION
HARDENING

Automatic workstation hardening
following CIS Benchmarks and in-
house created security standards.

NETWORK
FIREWALL

Protects workstations against
network attacks such as brute
forcing, port scanning, etc.

TAMPER
PROTECTION

Prevents malware or other
malicious processes from
removing security tools installed.

WATCHDOG SECURITY: 
ESSENTIALS



Employee Onboarding

Software Configuration

Ongoing Monitoring

Email Support

Monthly reporting

$40 USD
Per Employee,
Per Month

WatchDog Business is the ideal package for any company looking

to have an enhanced sense of protection. Our industry-agnostic

package is well suited for both companies following a BYOD or

company-issued device model. It includes everything in the

essentials package in addition to the functionality listed below.

We have partnered with the leading cybersecurity software

companies and have created a comprehensive solution that will

ensure your users, and data, are protected against the most

sophisticated of threats. With features such as regular backups,

security awareness training, phishing campaigns, and dark web

credential monitoring, you can rest easy knowing your business is

resilient against the majority of cyber attacks. 

Our in-house created phishing campaigns are designed to mimic

techniques leveraged by threat actors/state sponsored hackers.

The phishing metrics collected can help your organization

determine the employees most susceptible to phishing and

consequently, most likely to put your organization at risk.

BUSINESS
CONTINUITY

Daily backups of any workstation
or cloud hosted files on
Exchange, Office 365, or Google
Suite.

AWARENESS
TRAINING 

Managed cyber security
awareness training for employees
to identify and respond to
malicious emails.

PHISHING
SIMULATIONS

Custom phishing campaigns sent
quarterly to determine at-risk
employees. 

XDR AND
MONITORING

Combines continuous, real-time
monitoring and collection of
endpoint data to perform
automated response.

DARK WEB
MONITORING

Scanning of leaked credentials
on the dark web. If detected,
our analysts email the affected
person. 

DNS SECURITY +
FILTERING

DNS filtering can help keep
malware, or malicious software, out
of company networks and off of
user devices. 

WATCHDOG SECURITY: 
BUSINESS



Employee Onboarding

Software Configuration

Ongoing Monitoring

Priority Email Support

Monthly reporting

$60 USD 
Per Employee,
Per Month

WatchDog Professional is our most comprehensive package

curated to support medium and large enterprises alike. Our

industry agnostic package is well suited for companies following

either a BYOD or company-issued device model (possibly

reword?). It includes everything in the essentials and business

package in addition to the functionality listed below.

We have partnered with a state-of-the-art Managed Detection

Response (MDR) provider that has a 24/7 team which constantly

monitors your corporate devices and networks for malicious

activity. In addition to detection, trained threat hunters and

malware practitioners neutralize and contain any identified threats.

Mobile device management (MDM) ensures that phones which

house company data are secured and centrally managed. In the

event a phone is lost or stolen, our team is able to remotely locate,

lock, or wipe the device. In addition to listed capabilities, MDM can

ensure phones are securely configured and up to date. 

MANAGED
DETECTION

24x7x365 Managed Detection &
Response of any security incident
that occurs.

THREAT
HUNTING

Proactively hunt for and validate
potential threats and incidents
through human-lead monitoring.

ENHANCED
BACKUPS

Daily backups of all workstation
hard drives spread across multiple
datacenters across Canada.

MOBILE DEVICE
MANAGEMENT

Mobile Device Management to
ensure corporate data remains
isolated and the phone is
securely configured.

RAPID
RESPONSE

Security analysts are monitoring
in real-time and can respond to
threats in under one minute.

ENTERPRISE DNS
FILTERING

Extends existing DNS security
capability across mobile devices
belonging to employees.

WATCHDOG SECURITY: 
PROFESSIONAL



MANAGED
DETECTION

24x7x365 Managed Detection &
Response of any security incident
that occurs.

THREAT
HUNTING

Proactively hunt for and validate
potential threats and incidents
through 24/7 human-lead
monitoring.

ENHANCED
BACKUPS

Daily backups of all server hard
drives spread across multiple
datacenters across Canada.

DNS SECURITY +
FILTERING

DNS filtering can help keep
malware, or malicious software, out
of company networks and off of
user devices. 

PATCH
MANAGEMENT

Automatic software and
operating system updates keep
servers secure against the latest
threats.

RANSOMWARE
MITIGATION

AI engine that monitors for
ransom ware activity and
automatically airgaps affected
devices from the network.

Employee Onboarding

Software Configuration

Ongoing Monitoring

Priority Email Support

Monthly reporting

INQUIRE
Per Server,
Per Month

WATCHDOG SECURITY: 
SERVER PROTECTION

WatchDog Cloud Server protection has been designed to secure

both servers hosted on the cloud and running on-premises. Cloud

servers that we service belong both to Cloud Service Providers

(such as AWS or Azure) to Virtual Private Server (VPS) rental

companies such as DigitalOcean, OVH among others.

Our tailored service allows for real-time threat hunting and log

management, two critical elements for post-incident scenarios, in

addition to various other capability such as off-site backups

(across secure data centers in Canada) and a firewall.

The controls we implement are compliant with regulatory

standards such as ISO 27001 or SOC2, giving your team peace of

mind your data is secured to the highest standards. As various

factors go into determining pricing (i.e. the amount of GB to be

backed up, etc.), we are only able to provide specifics after a call

with one of our business development associates.



NETWORKING
APPLIANCES

We sell a number of network appliances such
as firewalls, routers and switches. Our
networking appliances, and deployment, ensure
your devices are segregated and secure.

FILE PROTECTION &
RECOVERY

Continuous file and folder backup protects
business documents against ever-present
threats such as human error, hardware failure,
ransomware, and lost or stolen devices.

MOBILE DEVICE
MANAGEMENT (MDM)

MDM optimizes the functionality and security of
mobile devices within an enterprise while
simultaneously protecting corporate resources
and data.

ENDPOINT DETECTION &
RESPONSE (EDR)

EDR is an advanced endpoint security solution
that combines continuous, real-time monitoring
and the collection of endpoint data and insights
with detection capabilities and automated
response.

24/7/365 SECURITY
OPERATIONS CENTER

Centralized security operation center with
human-lead monitoring/response across all
workstations and servers. Over 60+ security
analysts and threat hunters working around the
clock.

WORKSTATION
CONTUINITY

Continuous image backups ensures complete
protection from everyday forms of data loss,
including ransomware, accidental deletions,
hardware failure, and lost or stolen devices.

WATCHDOG SECURITY: 
ADDONS

Do you have any questions about our packages
or wish to get in touch with a sales engineer to
better understand your needs? Use the
following Calendly link to schedule a free
consultation to review your security needs.

https://calendly.com/d/dy2-gn9-35b/meeting-
with-evan-manny?month=2022-10

Additionally, feel free to reach out to
contact@mandconsulting.ca.


